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LCP GETS THINGS STARTED AT THE BUFFALO 
VALLEY CHALLENGE
Open, Novice and Rookies take home 7 firsts and place 13

LCP went into their first full fledged 
tournament of the season last weekend 
and came out with a great showing.  
Some of the highlights included: Cole 
Meyers, Greer Geracci, Alejando Leal, 
and Jordan Lynch capturing first place 
in their first tournaments.

One of the funnier lines of the day 
occurred, when after disposing of an 
opponent, rookie Ryan Tibbetts said, 
“Pinning him(the opponent) was 
comfy.”

Great first tournament of the 
season guys.

A truly odd moment occurred when 
11 year old Greer “Baby Buffalo” 

Geracci wrestled his first match of the 
day.  First some background, as Greer 
is a D3. a Rookie, and a Heavyweight, 
this gave him in a limited number of 
people to wrestle.  Because of this 
there was a need to combine his 
division with others.

So after his first match Coach Dale 
said to Patrick,”Man did you see the 
size of that guy Greer wrestled?  He 
was pretty muscled up too.”

Patrick having a laser like wit 
replied quickly,”Yeah I’m pretty sure 
that kid drove himself here.”  Everyone 
laughed and they moved on.

At the end of the tournament as 
Coach Dale, Curtis, and Greer walked 
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to their car, they noticed that Greer’s first opponent of the 
day was in fact pulling out of the parking lot and driving 
himself home.

Buffalo Valley Challenge Results
Open
D1 60      4th Place!     Landry Leggett!
D2 58      3rd Place!     Tanner Sheehan!
D2 65      2nd Place!    Kyle Tibbetts!
D3 85      1st Place!     Lance Reed!
D3 90      1st Place!     Gage Leggett
D3 110    2nd Place!    Chance Canlas
D4 90      2nd Place!    Curtis Harrison

Rookie
Tot 44!! 1st Place!     Ryan Tibbetts
Tot HW ! 1st Place!     Cole Myers!
D1 60!! 2nd Place!     Ty Hood!
D3 95!! 1st Place!     Jordan Lynch!
D3 HW ! 1st Place!     Greer Geracci!

REED TAKES OBSESSIVE SPORTS PARENT 
TO NEW LEVEL

DRAGS SON, WIFE, NEPHEWS AND IN-LAWS TO TWO 

TOURNAMENTS IN TWO DAYS  
 Over-the-top sports parent Patrick Reed 
attempted to “Out Geiger” the LCP Wrestling Club by not 
only taking his son to two wrestling tournaments in one 
weekend but also dragging: his wife, two nephews, 
sister-in-law, and Mother & Father-in-law.
 When told of this ‘Next Level’ type behavior Brent 
Geiger commented,”Well played Patrick, well played.  I 
would have loved to have John join you, but I sent him to 
wrestle in Tulsa,Oklahoma,... Mwahahaha!!”
 Upon hearing of the Tulsa Card being played and 
the maniacal laugh an irate Patrick Reed said,”Son of a 
B****!”

“Yes I do have some massive shoulder blades and I 
am totally ripped!”
Cole Meyers gets his first skin inspection of his 
career.

Right: Lance 
‘manages’ his weight 
Getting a workout in 
at the hotel the 
night before the 
tournament .

Left: A Great Decision 
Making Machine
After weighing in 
Lance loads up on 
Cheese Puffs.

Right: “Someone get 
me a broom, cuz 
it’s a ‘clean-
sweep’!”
Lance, Ryan, and 
Kyle take home 
first place at the 
Baytown Classic.
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Great first time out!
Kyle Tibbetts, Cole Meyers, and Ty Hood show 
off their medals from the Buffalo Valley 
Challenge.   

Do the Sprinkler!
The team stretches, but refuses to wrestle 
until they get awesome pink and black singlets 
like Jordan’s.  Quincy attempts to calm the 
team.  

Other Comments Patrick Reed Almost Made 
Upon Seeing Greer’s First Opponent

1. Greer, I’m pretty sure that guy served with your 
dad in Afghanistan

2. I’m not a 100% sure but I think I bought my car 
insurance through that guy.

3. Dang Greer, I thought you had a chance when 
he kept having to go check on his daughter in 
that stroller.

4. He seemed like he was in a hurry said 
something about making it to Dennys for the 
Senior Citizen Discount

5. I knew something was up when the Official kept 
calling your opponent ‘Sir’.

6. Yeah, I noticed that as soon as he saw his 
bracket he called to get his Tee-time moved.

7. Man did you see all the ink on that guy?
8. I thought he might have been distracted for a 

second when the timer on his phone went off to 
remind him to take his blood pressure medicine.

9. I thought something was funny when after the 
match he told you to stay off his lawn.

10. Yeah I noticed when he paid for the 
tournament he asked if they gave an AARP 
discount.

Curtis Harrison collects a win!
Using his “Boney Chicken Legs of Death!” 
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Wow those are some kind of manly poses...
After seeing this picture, Buffalo Valley asked us not to attend their tournament 
next year.  

Bryce McLaren takes a ride
Stay off your knees and good thing will 
happen 

Cole Meyers keeps control of his match
Rides out his opponent en route to a 
victory 


